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Sources External links Pyro Studios Commandos Official Website Category:Video game franchisesPlastic sandwiched panels
and the like have long been constructed using separate glazing with a plastic interlayer for support. The panels are so constructed

that when the panels are folded together, the edges are aligned to fit together. The main purpose of this construction is to
provide a strong panel which, when assembled together, is structurally sturdy. To this end, the edges of the glass or the like are

often coated with suitable adhesives to assure that they do not come loose or fall off. These type of products are commonly used
in vehicles. For example, known commercial side windows and rear windows for motor vehicles are assembled from two facing

sheets of glass with an interlayer of material between the layers of glass. The outer edges of the windows are usually held
together by a molding or frame around the outer edges of the windows. This framing works well for locating and securing the
windows. This framing however, is complicated and expensive. Additionally, the framing is generally more expensive than the
construction of the glass without the frame. One early attempt to solve this problem is described in the U.S. Pat. No. 1,922,931
which issued to Anderson. Anderson describes a window unit having an outer frame and an inner, insulating sheet. The inner

sheet can be a panel of glass or other transparent material. The inner panel can be held in the outer frame in such a manner that
the inner and outer frames are in compressive engagement with each other. The inner panel has at least one corner which is

somewhat flexible or malleable. This corner corner is curved inwardly towards the frame and when the frame is pushed upon
the inner sheet, the corner bends or flexes so that the frames fit snugly with each other. Although the device of Anderson

provides a unitary frame and window, it does not provide a strong frame and thus is not suitable for motor vehicle applications.
In addition, it appears that the frame is rigidly attached at the corners of the outer panel and cannot fold over the corners of the

inner panel for further positioning the inner and outer panels. Another problem with the device of Anderson is that the materials
used to make the window (including the frame and the glass) can be expensive, especially when they are to be used in

commercial and motor vehicle applications. Accordingly, there is a need for a window assembly which can be easily, cheaply
and quickly produced and which will function 1cb139a0ed
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